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INTERSTATE COmfEROE OOMMISSION v. DETROIT, G. H. & :M.
RY.OO.

(Circuit Court, W. D. Michigan, S. D. October 6, 1893.)
1. CARRIERS-INTERSTATE COMMERCE COMMISSION-WHO MAY COMPI,AIN.

It is no objection to the enforcement by the court of an order made
against a railway company by the interstate commerce commission, that
the complainants before the commission have no real grievance, but are
instigated by a competing railroad, as section 13 of the interstate com-
merce act expressly provides that no complaint shall be dismissed by the
commission because of the absence of direct damage to the complainant,
and as the commission has power, of its own motion, to institute investi-
gations, make orders, and apply to the courts for their enforcement.

2. SAME-INTERSTATE COMMERCE ACT-VIOLATION-F'REE CARTAGE.
Free cartage by a railroad company, of goods shipped from without the
state, from its station in Grand Rapids, Mich., to the business section
thereof, an average distance of one and one-quarter miles, for delivery to
the consignees, is a violation of the long and short haul clause of the
Interstate commerce act, (section 4,) where it appears that the
freIght rates are charged to merchants of the city of Ionia. through whIch
the railroad passes to reach Grand Rapids, but where such merchants are
obliged to cart their goods from the railway station to their storehouses
at their own expense. Severens, District Judge, dissenting.
SAME-"SaULAR CIRCUMSTANCES AND CONDITIONS."
The grouping together by the railroad company of Ionia and Grand Rap-

ids as stations to which freight rates from eastern cities may properly be
made the same is a conclusive admission by the company that, so far
as transportation from the east to the warehouses of the company at the
two places is concerned, it is under substantially similar circumstances and
cronditions. Severens, District Judge, dissenting.

4. SAME-JUSTIFICATION BY CARRIER.
Such free cartage is not justified by the fact that competitors of the de-

fenaant company nave stations at Grand Rapids In the business center,
thus placing defendant at a disadvantage.

5. SAME.
Neither is the discrimination in rates justified by the fact that Grand

Rapids Is a much larger place than Ionia, and that the greater amount of
business of the company with the larger place enables it to do carting
more cheaply there than at the smaller place. Severens, District Judge,
dissenting.

In Equity. Petition by the Interstate Commerce Commission for
the enforcement of an order made against the Detroit, Grand Haven
& :M:ilwackee Railway Company. Relief granted.
Statement by TAFT, Circuit Judge:
This was a bill in equity, exhibited by the interstate commerce commis-

sIon, averring that the Detroit, Grand Haven & Milwaukee Railway Com-
pany, a common carrier corporation subject to the provisions of the inter-
state commerce law, had been duly impleaded in a controversy before the
interstate commerce commission upon the petition of Mary O. Stone and
Thomas Carten, residing at the city of Ionia, Mich., wherein It was made to
appear to the satisfaction of the commission that the said defendant had
violated the provisions of the interstate commerce law as alleged; that the
commission had formulated an order and notice in relation to the matters
.charged in the petition, based upon findings and determinations of the com-
mission with respect thereto, which order was still in force, but. which the
defendant refused to obey; wherefore the commission prayed for an injunc-
tion, mandatory or otherwise, to restrain tlJ,e defendant, its omcers, servants,
and attorneys, from further continuing in their violations of and disobedi-
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ence to the order of the commission. The facts found by the commission
were as follows:
"(i) ,The cOmI}lainants are copartners doing bUsiness tinder the firm name

of Stone & Carten, and are engaged In the sale at retail of goods, wares,
and merchandise In the city of Ionia, county of Ionia, and state of Michigan,
purchasing said goods, and merchandise at Philadelphia, Pa., New
York, N. Y., Boston, Mass., and points east of Detroit, Mich.
"(2) That the respondent. railway company Is a corporation existing under

and pursuant to the laws of the state of Michigan, and Is a common carrier
of passengers and property for hire between the city of Detroit and the
city of Grand Haven, both of said places and its entire line of railway being
in the state of Michigan; that it does not own and control a line of steam-
boats plying across Lake Michigan, between Grand Haven and Milwaukee,
Wis., but there is a line of steamboats engaged in the transportation of per-
sons and property across' Lake Michigan, between Grand Haven and Mil-
waukee, from Which the respondent received traffic consigned over its road
from Milwaukee, and to which it delivers traffic from its road, destined to
Mllw.aukee; that all of said boats are under the direction and control of an
independent corporatioD" organized miderthe laws of the state of Michigan,
by the name of the Grnnd Haven & Milwaukee 'Transportation Company;
that. the management of the business of the last-named company is under

and control of the same officers as those which manage and
control the road and business of the respondent.
"(3)'ll'he respondent, for; its. services as a common carrier for continuous

shipment, ,under a common arrangement, of property from Detroit to its
stations on its line of' tranSportation, established and pUblished a schedule
or rates and charges, which makes on all freights from Philadelphia,
New York, and Boston, and all other points east of Detroit, consigned
over the respondent's road, the same rates and charges for the complain-
ants which are made and charged for the same class of freights to the
merchants. doing business, at the city of Grand Rapids, a copy of which
schedule Is hereto annexed, and deemed a, part hereof.
"(4) The shipments of freight from ..Phlladelphla, New York, Boston, and

points east of Detroit, which are delivered to complainant's road at said
city of Detroit, and tran&ported bY It over Its line of railway, pass through
tho city of Ionia before reaching the city of Grand Rapids; that it Is a
shorter distance from Detroit to Ionia than from Detroit to Grand Rapids, and
over the same line, In the same direction, the shorter being included In the
longer <ilstance. ,
"(5) That the respondent Provides, at its own expense, drays, carts, and

trucks at the city of Grand Rapids for. the service. of transporting mer-
chandise aJid freights generltlly, as well as merchandise and freight con-
signed from Philadelphia, New York, Boston, and points east of Detroit,
between its station at Grand Rapids and the places of business of merchants,
traders, and other patrons of Its road at that place, which service it per-
forms without additional charge to the owner or shipper of property on ac-
count thereof; that this service is not furnished to complainants or other
merchants, traders, and patrons of its road at the city of Ionia; that this
service at Grand Rapids has been openly and notoriously rendered for a
long period of time, to wit, for 25 years and upwards; that Its station at
the said city of Grand Rapids is within the corporate limits thereof, and Is
on an average one and a quarter mUes from the business sections of said
city where the traffic of the places tributary to respondent's road originates
and· terminates, while respondent's station for receiving and discharging
freight and property at the city of Ionia Is not to exceed an eighth of a
'mile from the business center of said City; that at the city of Grand Rap-
ids there are two other rallroads,-the Michigan Central Railroad and the
Grand Rapids, Lansing & Detroit Rallroad,-both of which are immediately
and directly in competition with respondent's road for the business of Grand
Rapids; that the stations of both of said roads for receiving and dischar-
ging freight and property at· Grand Rapids are near the business center of
said city, requiring only short hauls to and from their statlons,-on an aver-
age about onecquarter of a. mile; that the respondent did the carting of
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freight to and from its station at Grand· Rapids substantially in the same
manner as at present, long prior to the time when either said Michigan
Central or Grand Rapids, Lansing & Detroit Railroads were constructed to
that place.
"(6) That the actual cost of carting or draying freight from the respondent's

warehouse in the city of Ionia to the several places in said city of Ionia
to and from which traffic has to be hauled is two cents per hundredweight;
that the cost of carting or draying freight transported over respondent's line
to and from the places of business of the merchants, traders, and other
patrons of its road at Grand Rapids is two cents per hundredweight.
"(7) That there is but slight competition encountered by the complainants

and other persons, firms, and corporations engaged in business at the city
of Ionia, interested in shipping over respondent's road, with similar business
at the city of Grand Rapids.

"(8) • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •"(9) The complainants have not brought any suit for the recovery of money
or damages for which the respondent is alleged to be liable under the pro-
visions of the act to regulate commerce, but have elected to adopt this pro-
.eedure as the sole means of obtaining relief.
"(10) The city of Grand Rapids has a population of about 70,000. The city

of Ionia has a population of about 6,000. The freight traffic to and from
Grand Rapids by all roads In 1887 amounted to 982,685 tons. The freight
traffic to and from Ionia by all roads for the same time amounted to about
55,000 tons.
"(11) Cartage by railway companies in a similar manner to that at Grand

Rapids is conducted by other railway companies at exceptional stations in
the state of Michigan, and more or less extensively practiced by companies
in other states at exceptional stations."
On this statement of facts, a majority of the commission, the chairman,

Judge Cooley, and Commissioners Morrison and Schoonmaker, held that the
cartage at Grand Rapids was a violation of the long and short haul clause
of the fourth section of the act to regulate commerce, because its result was
that the merchants at Grand Rapids obtained transportation of freight from
Boston, New York, and Philadelphia at two cents a hundred less than the
merchants of Ionia, the free cartage at Grand Rapids being in effect a pay-
ment in money's worth to the merchants at Grand Rapids of two cents a
hundred. Commissioners Morrison and Schoonmaker also held that the free
cartage was unlawful on the further ground that it was In effect a device for
receiving less than the established tariff rate from and to that point,-that
it was a rebate, in violation of the second section of the act.
The answer of the defendant to the bill herein admitted the averment of

the findings of fact embodied in the opinion of the interstate commerce
commission, and averred that it had been the practice of railway companies
engaged in interstate commerce to do free cartllge as a means of obtaining
traffic at exceptional stations on the lines of the railroads where the busi-
ness was of sufficient magnitude to warrant the carrier in incurring the ex-
pense, and that such expense was deemed to be legitimate as a means of se-
curing traffic for the railroad, and of affording increased facilities and dis-
patch for doing its business; that on every railroad in Michigan and in the
United States there were tracks constructed by the railway company, at
its own expense, at exceptional stations on the line of road, leading from the
main track of the road to private business establishments, which were used
solely for delivering and receiving freight in the business between such
private business establishments and the railway and without any charge
being made by the railway company therefor, though there were private
business establishments at the same stations of the railroad not furnished
with these advantages in connection with such traffic; that Iluch practice
did not infringe any provision of the interstate commerce law, and yet it
involved quite as clear an element of discrimination as the cartage system
at Grand Hapids; that the practice of freight cartage was originally adopted
because it was less expensive than would be a change of its line so as to
bring it into nearer prOXimity to the business center of the city, or the con-
iltruction and operation of spur tracks from the main line of road into the
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business center, where the main line tracks of Its competitors, the Michigan
Cen.tral and the. Detroit, Lansing & Northern Railroad O()mpanies, were laid
In said city; that the free cartage had .the additional advantage of enabling
the carrier to promptly clear the freight buildings of traffic, and prevent
its bv.rdensome and expensive accumulation, and that it secured a method
and order in the delivery of its traific from its buildings, and that it also
saved the expense of sending notice to the consignees of the arrival of
freight; that the free cartage at Grand Rapids was an absolute condition
of the respondent's procuring for its road any considerable part of the freight
tra:tlic of the city; that the two cents a hundred pounds paid for cartage at
the. city of Grand Rapids by respondent was not paid alone for the cartage,
but i;Jlcluded the services· of the cartage agents, acting in behalf of re-
\,pondent, in soliciting freight tra:tlic for Its road and collecting bills for
freight charges; that the value of these services, aslde.trom the mere matter
uf carting the freight, was not less than one-third the sum which respondent
paid.

the defendant submitted that,ln view of all these considerations,
the free cartage was not an undue or unreasonable preference or advantage
to said city of Grand Rapids as against the city of Ionlll, and was not in .
confiigt:with the long and short haul clause of the law.

L. G.Palmer, Dist. Atty., and. J. B. McMahon, (Ashley Pond, of
counsel,) for complainant.
E ..W. Meddaugh, (t>tto Kirchner, of counsel,) for defendant.

TAFT" Circuit Judge, (after stating the facts.) The first objec-
tion made· by defendant to granting the relief asked is that the
.com)?ll:linants before the .. commission, Stone & Carten, had no
rea:I but instigated to their prosecution by a com-
petitorof· the defendant, the Michigan Central Railway, which is
paying the' expenses of·· the litigation. This objection is not
,foiInded on any finding of the commission, but on an admission
of for the complainants below before the commission, and
is refer,re(i: to iJ;l the dissenting opinion of Mr. Commissioner Bragg.
Were.this.a mere private action by private litigants, the objection,
if founded on anything in the record, (as this does not seem to be,)
might have weight, but under the provisions 01' the interstate com-
merce.l'llW we are not permitted to entertain it. The act by sec-
tion 13 ,provides for the lodging by any person of complaints with
the of a common carrier's violations of the law, and

eiijoins upon the commission "that no complaint shall at
any time be. dismissed because of the absence of direct damage to the
complainant." Moreover, the same section provides that "sa'id com-
mission * * * may institute any inquiry on its own motion
in the .same ..manner and to the same effect as though complaint
had lDade." By section 15 of the act the commission is re-
quired; in: any case where investigation has been made by it, if
the loaw has been violated, to notify the common carrier to cease
from furtlter violation, and by section 16, in case of the refusal
of the COnlfuon carrier to .obey, it becomes the duty of the com-
mission to apply by petition to a circuit court in equity to enforce
its order and restrain the further violation of law by the carrier.
It is obvious from these provisions that when the case reaches
the circuit court on petition of the comm'ission, it is the complaint.
of the commission which gives the court jurisdiction, and that the
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bona fides of the complRint cannot be attacked by impeaching the
good faith of those who, in the first instance, induced the commis-
sion to take action.
Although the question was made in the original answer before

the commission, it is not seriously disputed here that the defend-
ant is a common carrier, subject to the provisions of the interstate
commerce law. The question at issue is whether the practice of
free cartJage at Grand Rapids is, with reference to the shippers
at Ionia, a violation of the following sections of the interstate com-
merce law: .
"Sec.2. That If any common carrier subject to the provisions of this act shall,

Ilirectly or indirectly, by any special rate, rebate, drawback, or other device,
charge, demand, collect or receive from any person or persons a greater or
less compensation for any service rendered, or to be rendered, In the transpor-
tation of passengers or properly, subject to the provisions of this act, than It
charges, demands, collects or receives from any other person or persons for
doiilg for him or them a like and contemporaneous service In the transporta-
tion of a like kind of traffic under substantiillly similar circumstances and con-
ditions, such common carrier shall be deemed guilty of unjust discrimination,
which Is hereby proWbited and declared to be unlawful.
"Sec. 3. That it shall be unlawful for any common carrier subject to the

provisions of this act to make or give any undue or unreasonable prefer-
ence or advantage to any particular person, company, firm. corporation, or
locality, or any particular description of traffic, in any respect whatsoever, or
to subject any particular person. company, firm, corporation or locality. or
any particular description of traffic, to any undue or unreasonable prejudice
or disadvantage in any respect whatsoever.
"Sec. 4. That it shall be unlawful for any common carrier subject to the

provisions of this act to charge or receive any greater compenSla.tion In the
aggregate for the transportation of passengers or a like kind of property, un-
der substantially similar circumstances and conditions. for a shorter than
for a longer distance over the same line, in the same direction, the shorter
being Included within the longer distance: but this shall not be construed as
authorizing any common carrier within the terms of this act to charge and
receive as great compensation for a shorter as for a longer distance: pro-
vided, however. that upon application to the commission appointed under the
provisions of this act. such common carrier may, In special cases, after In-
vestigation by the commission. be authorized to charge less for longer than
for shorter distances for the transportation of passengers or property: that
the commission may from time to time prescribe the extent to which such
designated common carrier may be relieved from the operation of this sec-
tion of this act."

It is conceded that the contract of carriage of a railway common
carrier, as usually understood, is the tmnsportJation of the goods
from the warehouse of the railway at the point of shipment to the
railway warehouse at the point of destination. Generally the cart-
age from the railway warehouse to the storehouse of the consignee
is paid by him. If the railway company pays it, the expense of
transporting the goods to the place where he can use them is
lessened by the. cost of cartage. This is generally exactly equ'iva-
lent to the railway company's reducing the freight by as much
as the cartage would cost the consignee. Now, it is admitted that
this latter would be Ill; violation of the long and short haul clause
if the reduction were made at Grand Rapids, and not at Ionia.
Why should not its ex-act equivalent-the furnishing of free cart-
age---be .also a violation? It is said that it is not, because the

v.57F.no.l0-64
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tnmspottatIon to Ionia and that to Grand RapidB are not under
substantially similar circumstances and conditions. In accord-
ance with a practice which has been approved by the interstate
eommerce commission, (Imperial Coal Co. v. Pittsburgh & L. E.
R. Co., 2 Inter St. Commerce Com. R. 618,) Ionia and Grand Rapids
are grouped together by the defendant company as stations to which
the freight rates from the far east, Boston, New York, and Phila-
delphia, may properly be made the same. Th1s is a conclusive ad-
mission· by the defendant that, so far as the transportation from
the east to the warehouses of the company at the two places is
concerned, it is under substantially similar circumstances and con-
ditions. The question remains whether the conditions existing
with reference to the delivery of goods from the warehouses to the
storehouse$ofthe consignees are 81lch as to warrant a full charge
for the $8Jll,e' at Ionia,and no charge at all. at Grand Rapids. If
not, then the free cartage at .Grand Rapids is, in fact, a reduction
in the cost of transportation to Grand Riapids, and illegal. We
do not see how this result can be escaped. The reasoning is said
to be m.at;b.ematical, but that is a term not ordinarily used to
describe defective reasoning. Any benefit in relation to the ship-
mentor goods, having a definite money value, conferred gratis by
the carrier upon one shipper which is not conferred upon another,
when the service to each is admittedly under substantially similar
. circumstances and conditions, is an undue reduction in the price
of carriage to the former, and is illegal. If this were not true,
then the provis1on against undue discrimination, of which the long
and short haul inhibition is only one instance,would be a dead
letter.
It may be admitted that the terminal facilitieB may be varied at

different stations without causing undue discrimination, provided
such ava.riation is not sUch a departure from the usual facilities
al; to male it an obvious reduction in the cost of transportation to
the shipper. It is very clear that free cartage 'is exceptional, and
that it is a departure from the usual terminal facilities furnished
either at large or small cities and towns. Of course it would nl>t
be a disc'rimination that could be complained of, that one com-
pany puts 'its station at one town nearer the business center than
another, and, if free cartage could be said to properly make up
for the greater distance of defendant's station from the business
center 'of Grand Rapids, and in this respect to put Grand Rapids
merchants on the same footing as Ionia merchants with their prox-
imity to the station, then it would seem to be unobjectionable, be-
cause justified by the dissimilar circumstances. But can this
be said? We think not. If at Grand Rapids the defendant's
station were moved into the business cent-er, the consignees would still
have to pay for the cartage. It may be that it would be for a
less price, but still they would have to pay. The equalizing of the
conditiOnS between the two places in this respect would be com-
. plete bya charge for cartage by the railway company at the lower
rate. wh'ich would be charged for cartage were the station in the
city. Free cartage from defeJldaDt'a station at Grand Rapids COIl- •
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fers on the shippers a .benefit of a definite money value over and
above that usually included in a transportation tariff, equal to the
CQst of cartage from a. station in the center of the city.
What has been said with reference to the difference between the

distance of the station at Grand Rapids from the business center
and that of the station at Ionia has equal application to the con·
tention of the defendant that the free cartage is justified by the
fact that the competitors of the defendant have their stations at
Grand Rapids in the business center, and that this places defend·
ant at a disadvantage, which creates a dissimilar condition. Even
if competition under such circumstances can produce dissimilarity
of conditions, the extent of the discrimination founded thereon must
be commensurate with and limited to the dissimilarity. It will fully
equalize the conditions if the defendant furnishes cartage for a mile
and a quarter at a price equal to that at which cartage for a
quarter of a mile could be furnished without loss. To do more
is to bid for competition by reducing the cost of transportation,
and this cannot be done except by proportionately reducing the
rates at Ionia also.
But it is said that Grand Rapids is a much larger place than

Ionia, and therefore a carrier may confer favors on a shipper at the
former place. In so far as the greater amount of business enables
the railway company to do cartiIlg at a cheaper rate at Grand
Rapids than at Ionia, by so much may the carrier reduce the cart-
age cost to the shipper at the former place, because this is a legiti-
mate and actual dissimilarity in conditions between the two places;
but cartage at Grand Rapids must cost something, and free cart-
age, therefore, confers on the shipper a benefit which dissimilarity
of conditions does not justify.
The chief argument for the defendant is based on the custom

among railroads to furnish those of their customers whose store-
houses are convenient to the railway track with switch tracks, so
that upon these tracks consignments in car loads are delivered at
the door of the consignee. If free cartage is to be prohibited, it
is said that the same principle must prevent the use of switch
tracks for such a purpose, because this is a benefit to certain
customers of a similar character not enjoyed by others. We do
not think the cases are parallel. The providing of a switch track
depends on two things: First, the proximity of the consignee's
storehouse; and, second, business of a character to require or per-
mit consignments in car load lots. The first of these conditions,
and perhaps the second, entitles the customer to a lawful dis-
crimination in his favor. The favorable location of his storehouse
with respect to the track is an advantage which he may rightly
improve, and it may be that the wholesale character of his business
is another element which may justify a discrimination in his favor
over smaller shippers. Interstate Commerce Commission v. Balti-
more & Ohio R. Co., 145 U. S. 263, 12 Sup. Ct. Rep. 844. If a case
were presented where a merchant at Ionia, with his storehouse con-
venient to the track of the defendant, had been refused a switch
track and delivery thereon of merchandise in car load lots, when
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lueha -benefit was conferred on merchants at Grand Rapids, not
situated, a question mig.ht then arise similar to that

at the bar, but it is not presented by a discrimination between
merchants with storehouses far from the railroad track, or who
receive consignments of small bulk, and those who are near the
track and receive car load lots. Even if it be conceded that a
construction of the interstate commerce law which would prohibit
so general a practice as the delivery of consignments on private switch
tracks must be erroneous, the prohibition of free cartage does not
involve any such result. In order that a railway may reach many
customers, it sometimes builds a belt railroad. This is a mere ex-
tension of its track, and, if the business to be obtained thereby will
justify, there is no more objection to it as undue discrimination
than there would be to the building of a branch road, or the de-
livery of goods from several warehouses. It is part of the railroad
business, and the means of delivery is by railroad. Cartage is not
usual railroad business, but is something not usually undertaken
by them. The free cartage, as furnished at Grand Rapids by the
respondent, is as foreign to ordinary freight business as it would
be for; ,the company to do the packing for shippers free of cost.
For given the prayer of the petition must be granted,

and a;.decree entered accordingly.

SEVE'RENS, District Judge, (dissenting.) The finding of facts
by thecomrilission is adopted for the purposes of this opinion, to-
gether with sbme further facts not inconsistent therewith, proven
by the testimony, or of which judicial notice is taken.
It is a legitimate' rule in the construction of language employed

in statutes that attention should be given to results which will
follow from a proposed interpretation, and if those results are con-
trary to the general purpose and object of the act, and are plainly
seen to be such as were not intended, it should be rejected, un·
less the terms employed are too rigid to bear some other interpreta-
tion in harmony with the general policy of the law. The object
sought to be attained is the guiding light always, and in the con-
struction of this statute, couched as it is broad and general language,
it should be kept constantly in sight. For reasons presently to be
stated, it appears to me that the conclusions of the commission,
and the order founded thereon, are productive of results quite differ-
ent from those intended. The general purpose of the interstate
commerce act was to prevent the practice of extortion by common
carriers in the transportation of freight and passengers between
the states by the imposition of unjust and unreasonable rates. This
is well known' as matter of history, and the courts take judicial
notice of it. The law was passed for the protection of the public,
and not for the benefit, or to redress any grievance, of common
carriers. They were known to be able to take care of themselves.
And the closing paragraph of the first section sounds the keynote
to the whole act when it says that "every unjust and unreasonable
charge for such service is prohibited and declared to be unlawful."
And this suggests a question somewhat preliminary in its nature,
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concerning· the purpose of the proceeding, and the province and
duty of the court in dealing with it, which appears to me to deserve
consideration. The act provides by the thirteenth section that any
person, corporation, or association, or any body politi'C, may make
complaint to the commission for any violation by a common carrier
of its provisions. Notice is thereupon required to be given by the
commission to the carrier of the charges preferred, and it is called
upon to satisfy the complaint, or give its reason for refusal. If
the carrier makes reparation for the injury· complained of, it is
relieved from all liability to the complainant for the particular
violation complained of. If this is not Gone, or if there shall be
reasonable ground for investigating the subject of complaint, it
is the duty of the commission to investigate it. The commission
may also institute an inquiry upon its own motion in the same
manner and to the same effect as though complaint had been made.
In the latter case it is clearly implied, as well from the language
of the act as from the nature of the proceeding, that any order it
may make as the result of its inquiry must be upon notice of the
particular violation which is charged against the carrier. However
the proceeding may be commenced, the commission is required by
the fourteenth section, if it makes investigation, to make report of
the facts found by it, and its conclusions thereon, and its recom-
mendation in respect to the reparation which should be made to
any injured party, if there be such. By the fifteenth section, if the
commission finds the charges to have been sustained, it is required
to give a copy of its report to the carrier, together with a notice
that it desist from the violation charged, and make the reparation
it has recommended to be made to any injured party. If the
earrier complies with this notice, it is thereupon relieved from any
further liability or penalty for such particular violation of law.
Then, by the sixteenth section, provision is made for an appeal to
the courts in case of noncompliance with the notice of its duty
enjoined in respect of the matters charged against the carrier by
the commission. If that refusal is in respect to a matter not triable
by jury, the commission, or any party interested in the order or re-
quirement it has made, may apply to the circuit court in equity upon
petition for such order or process, mandatory or otherwise, as shall
be necessary and appropriate to compel obedience to the order of
the commission; and if, upon due hearing, the court shall find that
the carrier has been guilty of the matter charged, and the order or
requirement of the commission was such as the law required in
such case, it will enforce obedience accordingly. It is to be ob-
served that the whole scope of the duty thus imposed upon the
court is the trial of the questions of fact and law involved in the
inquiry as to whether the respondent was by the particular order
of the commission required to execute a duty enjoined upon com-
mon carriers by the statute in the <;,ircumstances as they are found
by the court to have existed; and, if that inquiry results in such
a finding, then, also, in awarding the proper process for compulsion.
The court is not authorized to make any general order or decree
upon the matters at large as they shall appear before it, but is
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given pow-e1;;. simPly to .award its process if it judicially approves
the order ot,'tlle commission. ' If it does not find it to have been
warranted by law, its power and duty are at an end.
In this case the record indicates that the complaint was made

by at Ionia. After setting forth the facts upon
which it was based, it summarizes the grounds thereof by alleging
that the was by its practice violating the l:lecond, third,
and fourth sections of the act, and pra;yed that the rel:lp()ndent
sh()uld be ()rdered to discontinue free cartage of freight f()r the
merchantlil of Grand Rapids, or to render like service to the mer-
chants of Ionia,or for other appropriate relief. The commission,
after finding the facts, and giving its reasons for its conclusion,
held that it followed therefrom that the defendant was guilty of
violating the long and short haul clause of the f()urth section, and
that consignees at Ionia were overcharged to the extent indicated.
The complaint was sustained on that ground, and the commission
declared its purpose to order accordingly, with()ut passing on the
other points. .The inhibition of the long and short haul clause is
against the charging "any greater compensation in the aggregate
for the transportation of passengers or the like kind of property
under substantially similar circumstances and conditions for a
shorter than for a longer distance," etc. The offense is made to
consist in charging the greater compensation for the shorter dis-
tance, and this is what the conun:ission concluded the respondent
had done. It would seem that the due order for the correction of
such offending would be to require the carrier to desist from char-
ging the merchants of Ionia the greater compensation, and to fix
a rate to correspond with its Grand Rapids rate, or accord some
equivalent advantage to them, such as free cartage. Such correc-
tion would result in advancing the interests of the public at Ionia,
dnd in leaving the public at O-rand Rapids in the enjoyment of the
facilities which have been afforded them by a practice which the
commission rightly declares was perfectly lawful in itself. The
effect of suchan order might be somewhat disadvantageous to
the competing railroad there, which is also one of its competitors
at Grand RapidS) but it would furnish no lawful ground of com-
plaint to such competitor. Instead of doing this, .the commission
made an order which raises the compensation which the public at
Grand Rapids must pay for the service they have enjoyed, and the
benefit of their loss does not come to any other portion of the general
public, but falls into the hands of the competing railroads, by
crowding their· rival out. It seems to me the commission could not
have sufficiently considered the results of their order. If they did,
I am at a loss to understand how they could reconcile it with the
spirit and policy of the law. If, as is claimed, (and I think it must
be conceded, properly,) we cannot look back of the proceedings of
the commission to inquire into the motive of the parties who set
them in motion, we are yet bound to recobrnize the obvious con-
sequenceS) and give their consideration due weight, in determining
whether as matter of law the order we are asked to enforce was
such as was warranted by the assumed facts. I cannot but think
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that the express language of the long and short haul clause, the
well-known general purpose of the act, and the argument drawn
from results incongruous with that purpose, aU concur to repel
the approval of the order of the commission upon the ground as-
sumed by it in its opinion. However, if the facts as they are here
found to exist are such as to have warranted the order, probably
the conclusions of.the commission as to matters of law are not ma-
terial.
But I am also of the opinion that there was nothing in the facts

which justified the conclusion that any provision of the statute had
been violated. Having, in the closing paragraph of the first sec-
tion, indicated the general purpose, the act proceeds in sections
2, 3, 4, and 5 to lay down certain rules by which that object is to
be attained. By the second section it prohibits all kinds of dis-
crimination in the imposition of charges upon different persons for
the like service rendered under similar conditions. By the third
it prohibits all undue preference by the carrier to any person or
locality or kind of traffic, or the subjecting of any person or locality
to any undue or unreasonable disadvantage, and then proceeds to
require the carrier to afford reasonable and equal facilities to con-
necting lines for the interchange of traffic, without discrimination
of rates between such connecting lines. The fourth section pro-
hibits the charging a greater rate for transportation, under similar
conditions, for a shorter than for a longer distance over the same
line, in the same direction; the shorter being included within the
longer The fifth prohibits the pooling of freights between
competing carriers. Subsequent sections contain subordinate regu-
lations designed to facilitate the operation of the provisions of the
sections above enumerated, especially the second, third, and fourth.
What is there in these provisions which, justly interpreted, ren-

ders the respondent's course of business, otherwise lawful, obnoxious
to the prohibitory order of the commission? Surely there is nothing
in it which contravenes its general purpose. But it is attempted
by argument to show that this course of business is in conflict with.
some of the provisions which are designed to accomplish that pur-
pose. The argument appears to me to rest upon unsubstantial
grounds which have been swept away by the rulings of the com-
mission itself upon constructions of the law which have been ac-
quiesced in as just and reasonable. When it was held that it was
consistent with the spirit of the law for the common carrier to
group stations which were 75 or 100 miles apart, and charge a com-
mon rate to each, the strict construction of the act was abandoned
for what was thought to be a more rational one. And when it was
further conceded that, for reasons founded on public necessity or
convenience, the carrier might carry freight beyond its terminal
station, and deliver it to its patrons along spur tracks and belt
lines, another broad construction was adopted in the genuine spirit
of the law. The differing conditions and circumstances. in large
cities and small villages are rightly held to justify it. The facts
in the present case illustrate this. The average distance from the
iltation at Ionia to the merchants there is short, the place being
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at Grand Rapids is five times as great, and the
business ten times as large. These differing circumstances and
conditions. are of a local character, and do not pertain to the trans·
portation by the carrier. If they are not in terms those mentioned
in the statute, they are at least relied upon in construction
as elements to be taken into account in determining what is a
reasonable discrimination. With these concessions in view, it is
difficult to be very seriously impressed by the suggestion that one
object of the law. was to prevent the blighting effect upon smaller
towns by the discrimination which had been given to larger ones,
if by discrMnination is meant the giving the facilities above men·
tioned. If that was an abuse, the law has passed it by. But it
was not an abuse. It is absurd to say that a common carrier is
bound to supply to every little hamlet the same advantages for
the transmission. and receptiOn of freight that it does to large
cities. The similar. circumstances and conditions to which the
statute refers ate those which are found in the different localities
to be senred as well as those which pertain to the transportation.
Whether the dissimilarity arises from one cause or the other, if it
affects the service, it is within the language and the reason of the
statute.
It is found by the commission that similar cartage is practiced by

other common carriers at exceptional stations inMichigan, and ismore
or less extensively practiced by companies in other states at excep-
tional stations. By "exceptional" it is presumed to be understood that
the conditions are similar to those at Grand Rapids, or otherwise the
fact is irrelevant. Thus it happens that at one place, where the pub-
lic necessity or convenience requires it, it is met by the projection of
branches and belt lines beyond the terminal station of transportation
at thatlocalitY,and from them delivering freight to their customers,
and at another by rendering substantially the same service by cart-
age, at another by lighterage, a "business in which railroads are
not usually employed." The only difference is in the means em-
ployed by the carrier, using that term in its strict sense, to accom-
plish the same end. But of what real significance is that? It
is the service, the actual benefit given, which makes such discrim·
ination as there is, and not the particular instrumentality by which
it is effected." It is transportation, and that by a common carrier,
in the one case as much as the other. So far as the public are
concerned, the particular way in which the thing is done is mat·
tel" of indifference, and no possible reason is perce'ived why that
may not be left to be determined by the economy of the carrier. To
say that it must be done on rails, and by steam, instead of on
wagons, and by horse power, is purely arbitrary. The law is lev·
eled at the· carrier as such, and only at the railroad company in
its character of a carrier. COllceding it to be permissible to build
belt lines and spur tracks to reach many customers, and thereby ob·
tain more business, it is yet said that this is so because it is a part
of railroad business, and the means of delivery is by railroad; that
cartage is not usual railroad business; that it is as foreign to
ocdinary freight business as it would be to do the packing for
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shippers free of cost. This does not appear to me to state the
situation correctly. Packing for the shippers is not only never
done, but it is not transportation, or delivery or reception of goods.
['he cartage of goods, though not usual, is sometimes resorted to as a
substitute for delivery on rails, and is generally resorted to when it
is the most convenient method in the circumstances. And the sug-
gestion -also appears to me to be at fault in assuming that the statute
makes any distinction between carrying wholly by rail and partly by
rail and partly by other means, with any purpose to make the latter,
when equivalent to the former, unlawful. I cannot think that any
language in the act, or any postulate of reason, can be invoked upon
which to say to the common carrier that the transportation which
it may fairly do by the usual methods it employs it shall not do
by any method not usually adopted, even though it is oa perfectly
lawful method for a common carrier, and is more economical for it
in the special circumstances, and equally convenient to the public.
r.I'he rate schedules of the carrier ordinarily, and probably almost
universally, and the bills of lading issued thereon, in terms con-
template the station of the carrier as the locality to which the
freight is consigned as the terminus of transportation, and the place
of delivery. If we are to regard a service beyond that at one lo-
cality as per se a discrimination against a locality which does
not receive it, it must be upon some principle; and, if there be
such a principle, it must be equally efficacious to defeat the dis-
crimination however produced. Calculation is made to show that
'it costs two cents per hundred to render the delivery service at
Grand Rapids. How much it costs carriers to deliver freight by
side tmcks does not appear, but it must cost something, even if
the track is laid for them; and of that the customer gets the bene-
fit. It can make no difference in the principle how many get
that benefit. Whether one or all, it is the same discrimination as
to the public at Ionia. It would be allowable, it is said, for the
respondent to extend branches through the city, and accommodate
the public by delivery to them on those lines. If the situation
were so fortunate that all or the great majority could be thus ae·
comodated, it would not make the practice more objectionable.
It is charged that the schedule rates are violated. What do

those rates mean? In strictness, as already pointed out, they
mean transportation from and to the stations named. In fact
they mean that, together with the terminal facilities which are
afforded by the carrier. The contract of transportation is entered
into with those in view. These incidental facilities furnished at
the locality of the station in one form or another are enjoyed bJ'
the consignees of a very large proportion of the freight traffic of
the country. There is no violation of the schedule of rates in
this practice, for the schedule is not, 'in the general business of
the public, construed in so strict a way as the suggestion implies.
It is said that the defraying the expense of cartage delivery is

generally exactly equivalent to the railway company's reducing the
freight by as much as the cartage would cost the consignee, and
that this latter would be a violdion of the long and short haul
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emuse if the reductioD.'WEn'emade at Grand Rapids and not at
'Ionia. This argument proves too Illuch, and cannot be sound. It
would overturn much wholesome docb'ine which is already well
settled. By the same reasoning, any advautage of any value given
by the terminal facilities of the carrier to customers at one place
is exactly equivalent to a reduction to the same extent as that
value from the freight charge to that place, and is an unlawful
discrimination against others 'in that group. The fault in the
argument is, I think, in assuming the false premise that a carrier
may not do more at one place than he does at another for the
sarne prlce,-a proposition that is refuted in every day's transac-
tions 'in· the carriage of freight. In this case it is shown that
freight is carried by Ionia, 34 miles, to Grand Rapids, and nothing
is charged for the carriage for that distance. It costs the car-
rier something to do this. It would cost the Grand Rapids mer-
chant some money to bring the goods from the place where the
Ionia merchant takes his. Is it permissible to say that by the
amount of thlat cost, either to the carrier or the Grand Rapids mer-
chant, the rate common to both places is lessened to the Grand
Rapids merchant, and the Ionia merchant is discriminated against?
It is also said that because the respondent has grouped Grand

Rapids and Ionia together it conclusively admits that, so far as
transportation from the east to the warehouse of the company at
the two places is concerned, it· is under substantially similar cir·
cumstances and conditions. I do not understand the admission to
be as stated. The warehouse at Grand Rapids is not in fact the
terminus of transportation .which the resp(mdent had in mind when.
it made the grouping, nor does the fact that places are grouped make
it necessary to assume that they shall all have the same accommoda-
tions. It might as well be said that, having regard to the long
and short haul clause, such grouping is a conclusive admission that
the distance from the east to Grand Rapids is not greater than
that to Ionia, whereas nobod,y supposes that to be admitted. So
far as there is any admission, it is only that the distances are near-
ly the same,-practically the same in the large view of the subject.
It seems to me that we are not to allow our vision to be suddenly
and capriciously narrowed, but should continue to see the subject
on the same wide field in all its relations.
Tied to this erroneous assumption is another proposition, which,

standing by itself, may be quite true, namely, that any benefit in
relation to the shipment of goods, having a definite money value,
conferred gratis by the carrier upon one shipper which is not con-
ferred upon another where the service is admittedly under similar
conditions, is an undue reduction in the price of carriage to the
former, and therefore illegal. But this proposition, and the con-
clusion, as applied to such facts as we have iu the present case,
depend upon the assumption that there is any money value conferred
gratis. If the incidents of delivery at the terminus, whether by
the usage there it be by one means or another, are included in the
contract and price for carriage, the costs of those incidents cannot
be scaled off and carried back upon the whole price in order to reo
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duce the price of the mere carriage between station houses. Nor
do the similar conditions exist if one place is out of all proportion
with another, and the station at the small place is located close to
the local business, and at the large one it is a long distance off.
The exact dissimilarity is not overcome until this disadvantage at
the larger place is measurably reduced. It is impossible to make
the adjustment nicely. If it be said that free cartage, as it is er-
roneously called, more than makes up for the inequality of condi-
tions, and that to the extent of the excess it is a gratuity, one an·
swer is that the excess thus afforded is not greater than the deficit
or disadvantage which would exist without it. It is the mere os-
cillation of the pendulum swinging within lawful limits. Pertinent
to this is the suggestion that it would, of course, not be a dis-
crimination that could be complained of that the company puts its
station at one town nearer the business center than at another,
and, if free cartage could be said to properly make up for the
longer distance of respondent's station from the business center
of Grand Rapids, and in this respect to put the Grand Rapids
merchants on the same footing as Ionia merchants with their
proximity to the station, then it would seem to be unobjectionable,
because justified by the dissimilar circumstances. But it is asked,
can this be said? And the argument in support of a negative an·
swer is that, if the defendant's station at Grand Rapids were moved
into the business center, the shippers would still have to pay for
the cartage. It may be that it would be a less price, but still they
would have to pay. The equalizing of the conditions between the
two places in this respect would be complete by a charge for cartage
by the railway company at the lower rate which would be charged
for cartage were the station in the city. The proposition admits
that the practice would be unobjectionable, because justified by
the dissimilar circumstances, if only the disadvantage were over-
come; but the gravamen of the mischief consists, it is urged, in the
remedy being overdone. But, as the overdoing is not greater than
the mischief overcome, and the result is not injurious to the public,
but beneficial, rather, I can see no reason for condemning the
practice as a whole.
And even if the argument above quoted were sound, it would not

justify the order made by the commission, which not only forbids
the alleged mischief, but the remedy to the public for an ac-
knowledged disadvantage. Upon the theory suggested, the real
unlawfulness of the practice is in the excess referred to, and the
order should have been appropriate to its correction, and stopped
there, instead of utterly depriving the public of a remedy "justified
by the dissimilar circumstances." But, as already said, the court
can make no new order. The order of the commission stands or falls
as made. The theory last mentioned, and the argument in its sup-
port, proceed upon too nice distinctions. Such close balancing is
impracticable, and is not attempted in the administration of the
statute generally.
In answer to the claim that on account of its greatly larger size

and business Grand Rapids is entitled to greater facilities tha;n a
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small place, it is sald that, in· so far as the greater amount of }jusi-
ness enables the railway company to do carting at a cheaper rate
at Grand Rapids than at Ionia, by so much may the carrier reduce
the cartage cost to the shipper at the former place, because this
is a legitimate and actual dissimilarity in conditions between the
two pll;j,ces. The dissimilarity of conditions which is thus admitted
to be ground for different rates of cartage prices at the
two places, consists primarily in the greater amount of business
at Grand Rapids, and consequentially in the fact that therefore it
can be more cheaply done. But the cartage is pareel only of the
whole transportation. It is done to augment the bulk of that busi-
ness... And no reason is perceived w}w the discrimination which
would justify a larger cartage for the same money would not justify
a larger service in the whole transportation, the business being so
much larger as to make it an object on ordinary business principles
for the carrier to render that service in order to gain the profits
accruing from its greater volume. The public at Grand Rapids
are entitled to enjoy the corresponding advantage which results
from the aggregation of their business, and, if that aggregation
justifies their superior accommodation on business principles, there
is nothing in the interstate commerce law, fairly interpreted, which
prevents their enjoyment of it. The breeding of artificial dis-
tinctionlil in this law is, in my opinion, very objectionable, and very
likely to impair its utility to the public, who are the parties most
likely tosutfer on every occasion, when, losing sight of its main
object, the commission or the courts listen to the ingenious weaving
of unsubstantial fabrics among the branches of the statute by in-
terested parties.
In this opinion the result is reached upon considerations which

do not depend upon any supposed right of the respondent to be pro-
tected in the privilege of putting itself upon a footing of equality in
competition for the business at Grand Rapids. The commission
has, in many instances, recognized such a right, and incidentally, at
least, sought to protect it. The circuit courts in the fifth and ninth
circuits have held that the competition of other roads might produce
such dissimilarity in conditions as the statute reoogni'Zes in per-
mitting the rendition of greater service for the same compensation.
To what extent this may be carried it has not been deemed neces-
sary hereto say. For the reasons given, and with great respect
to the commission, I cannot bring myself to the conclusion that
their order is right, and I feel bound to withhold my assent from
it. My conviction is that it would establish a precedent, the prin-
ciple of which, carried to its logical conclusion, would reach far
into existing usages, and be extremely injurious to the interests of
the public in many localities, without any corresponding advantages
to the public anywhere else.
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:AMERICAN BOX MACH. CO. v. CROSMAN et aL
(Circuit Court, D. Massachusetts. September 7,1892.)

No. 2,758.
1. EQUITY PLEADING-BILL WITH DOUBLE ASPECT-PARTIES.

Where a bill sets out a contract relating to certain patents, and aso
specific performllnce thereof against several parties, but also contains ex-
pressions looking to relief as in a suit for infringement, it CRinnot be sus-
tained as a bill with a double aspect, because the determination of WllO ar"
proper parties must be made from different standpoints in the two klndlt
of bills.

2. SAME-CONSTRUCTION OF BILL-ELECTION·BY RESPONDENTS.
A bill which looks towards double relief, but which is not sustain-

able as a bill with a double aspet1:, cannot be dismissed on that ground
when defendants fail to make the objection; but it is nevertheless the
duty of the court to see that the litigation is put in proper form to be
disposed of understandingly, and, where respondents have apparently
accepted the bill as one for specific performance, the court will treat it
in that light, as respondents are entitled to make such election.

8. EQUITY JURISDICTION-REMEDY AT LAW-SPECIFIC PERFORMANCE.
A court of equity has jurisdiction of a bill to enforce a written contract

whereby defendants have covenanted not to manufacture and sell any
machines infringing certain patents claimed by complainants, and under
which they are making and selling machines, since the continuance of such
violation would tend to diminish complainants' profits in the business, for
which mere damages, recoverable at law, would not be an adequate
remedy.

4. SAME-PARTIES-INJUNCTION.
In such case the fact that one of the parties to the contract is a special

or limited partner in a firm which is engaged in using the infringing ma-
chines is no objecti(;m to making him a defendant, or enjoining him from
continuing to violate the contract in connection with the partnership, al-
though his partners were not parties to the contract, and cannot, there-
fore, be made parties to the sult, and although they will be embarrassed
by an injunction against him.

In Equity. Bill for the specific performance of a contract.
Decree for· complainant.
The contract in question in this case was executed January 23, 1888, and

is as follows: "This agreement, made and entered into by and between the
American Box Machine Company, of Amsterdam, New York, party of the
'fil"Slt part, and George A. Crosman, John C. Metcalf, and John B. Rollins, all
of Lynn, Massachusetts, and George W. Glazier, of Salem, Massachusetts,
parties of the second part. and the Lynn Box Machine Company, of Lynn,
Massachusetts, party of the third part, witnesseth: Whereas, party of rue
first part is the owner of certain letters patent of the United States for
box-covering machinery, among them letters patent dated July 26, 1881.
granted to Gordon Monro, numbered 244,919, and letters patent dated May
27, 1884, granted to Inman, numbered 299,225; and whereas, the
parties of the second llart heretofore made or sold or used box-covering ma-
chines which party of the first part claimed to be infringements upon the said
letters patent; and whereas, party of the first part, on or about -- brought
suit against Crosman and Metcalf, and also another suit against said Rollins
and Glazier, for alleged infringement upon said patent No. 244,919, and also,
on or about the -- day of --. another suit against said parties of the
second part conjointly. for alleged infringement of said patent No. 299,225;
and whereas, the parties of the second part, in June last, organized them-
selves into a corporation under the laws of the state of New Hampshire, en..
titled the 'Lynn Box Machine Company,' which has succeeded to their business


